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$140,000+ (353)
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Software Engineer in Test - MATLAB Test Frameworks
The MathWorks 28 reviews - Natick, MA
You will be part of a team that is responsible for developing and evolving the a

xUnit-style Unit Testing framework for MATLAB, the world’s premier scientific...
7 days ago - email

Sponsored by The MathWorks

Computational Engineer/Scientist
Riverside Research 3 reviews - Beavercreek, OH
Proficiency in scientific computing (e.g. Maps computational applications to high

performance computing (HPC) platforms and interfaces internally developed...
30+ days ago - email

Sponsored by Riverside Research

Scientist, Biology - Metabolic Profiling
Amyris, Inc. - Emeryville, CA
Interact with a multidisciplinary group including co-workers focused on genetic

engineering, scientific computing, fermentation, analytical chemistry, and...
30+ days ago - email

Sponsored by Amyris, Inc.

High-Performance Computing Scientific Software Developer
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 44 reviews - Livermore, CA
High-Performance Computing Scientific Software Development. Identify and capture

requirements, design and implement software solutions that are maintainable,...

1 day ago - save job - email - more...

Directed Energy Modeling & Simulation Programmer
Stellar Science - Albuquerque, NM 87110(Uptown area)

Stellar Science is a growing Albuquerque-based scientific software development

company seeking talented software developers to create and extend exciting...

1 day ago - save job - email - more...

R D , Computer Science (Entry or Senior)
Sandia National Laboratories 65 reviews - Albuquerque, NM
-Experience writing scientific software. The successful applicant will be required to

write, maintain and integrate software for meshing algorithms and...

4 days ago - save job - email - more...

Python Programmer - NAL: Beltsville, MD
DSFederal 4 reviews - Beltsville, MD
Scientific data computing particularly in the areas of data management and modelling.

Experience in scientific data management....

Indeed - 1 day ago - save job - email - more...

Software Developer for Scientific Applications
Stellar Science - Albuquerque, NM 87110(Uptown area) - +1 location

Stellar Science is a growing Albuquerque-based scientific software development

company seeking talented software developers to create and extend exciting...

1 day ago - save job - email - more...

Python Programmer – NAL
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The MathWorks
MathWorks, creator of MATLAB and
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mathematical computing software
for engineers and scientists
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DSFederal Inc 4 reviews - Beltsville, MD
Scientific data computing particularly in the areas of data management and modelling.

Experience in scientific data management. Location - Beltsville, MD....

1 day ago - save job - email - more...

Python Programmer
Medical Science & Computing, Inc. - Bethesda, MD - +1 location

Medical Science & Computing (MSC) is an exciting growth oriented company,

dedicated to providing mission critical scientific and technical services to the...

3 days ago - save job - email - more...

HPC Performance Architect – External Facing
Intel 979 reviews - Hillsboro, OR
Masters or Ph.D in a scientific or engineering domain area. The Enterprise and High

Performance Computing Group (EHPG) defines, delivers, and markets products...

3 days ago - save job - email - more...

HPC/Cloud Solutions Architect
AstraZeneca 393 reviews - Waltham, MA 02451
O Cloud computing and storage infrastructure (e.g. Support a wide range of commercial

and in-house scientific applications....

10 days ago - save job - email - more...

C++ Sr. Software Engineer, Numerical Computing Software
Nanometrics Incorporated - Austin, TX
Software Engineer, Numerical Computing Software. Understanding of the speed vs

precision tradeoffs of numerical computing....

14 days ago - save job - email - more...

Software Developer - Cyber Analytics
Noblis 7 reviews - Falls Church, VA
Interest in working with and learning about high performance computing technologies,

such as:. We bring the best of scientific thought, management, and...
25 days ago - email

Sponsored by Noblis

HPC Software/Applications Engineer
Intel 979 reviews - Santa Clara, CA
Knowledge of numerical methods in scientific computing. Experience developing,

analyzing and tuning C/C++ scientific HPC applications....
4 days ago - email

Sponsored by Intel
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